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 Compression increases ulcer healing rates compared with no 
compression. 

 Multi-component systems are more effective than single-
component systems. 

 Multi-component systems containing an elastic bandage appear to 
be more effective than those composed mainly of inelastic 
constituents. 

 Two-component bandage systems appear to perform as well as 
the 4LB. 

 Patients receiving the 4LB heal faster than those allocated the SSB. 
 More patients heal on high-compression stocking systems than 

with the SSB. 
 High-compression stockings are associated with better healing outcomes 

than SSB at two to four months: RR 1.62 (95% CI 1.26 to 2.10), estimate 
from four pooled RCTs.

 Further data are required before the difference between high-
compression stockings and the 4LB can be established.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23152202
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23152202


 Prospective, clinical pilot study 
 70 patients with unilateral VLUs 
 Randomized to compression therapy by either

 intermittent pneumatic compression (ICI), 60 mmHg at ankle,   
60 min 1X / day

 MCS Ulcer kit 30 – 40 mmHg
 2 layer short-stretch CB, 30-35 mm Hg (superficial reflux), 35 – 40 

mmHg (superficial and deep reflux) Kikuheme measurement 

 Treatment duration 15 days
 All patients received saline-soaked gauze dressings with 

micronised purified flavonoid fraction (Daflon 500 mg) once 
daily. 

 Wound size reduction and percentage of wounds healed 
were significantly higher in groups receiving IPC or 
stockings than in groups using short-stretch bandages



 Randomised controlled trial 

 Comparison of the effectiveness of a four-layer compression 
bandage system and Class 3 compression hosiery on healing and 
quality of life (QL) in patients with venous leg ulcers. 

 103 participants treated for 24 weeks. 

 After 24 weeks
 86% of the four-layer bandage group and 

 77% of the hosiery group were healed (P = 0·24). 

 Median time to healing 
 bandage group was 10 weeks

 hosiery group 14 weeks (P = 0·018)

 No differences in QL or pain measures

 Systems were equally effective in healing patients by 24 weeks; 
however, a four-layer system may produce a more rapid response.



 457 patients presenting with VLUs of median areas 
4.1 cm2 and 3.7 cm2 

 Randomized to either 
 two-layer ulcer MCS (ulcer kit) or 

 four-layer bandage treatment

 Maximum follow-up: 12 months

 Median time to ulcer healing was 
 99 days (95% CI 84–126) in the hosiery group

 98 days (95% CI 85–112) in the bandage group

 The ulcer healing rate was similar 
 70.9% hosiery

 70.4% bandage





Only 457 of 3411 patients where included

Not all patients where eligible to compression stockings
(ulcer kit) !

Patients who could not be treated by compression hoisery:
183 had wound exudate levels too high for hoisery
102 had gross led oedema









 Based on the current literature, the healing 
rates of VLUs are comparable between ulcer 
MCS (ulcer kit) and compression bandage (CB) 
systems in eligible patients.

 MCS may be more cost-effective compared to 
CB

 Reasons why MCS may not be choosen:
 Circumferential ulcers / huge ulcer size

 Untypical locations (e.g. Foot)

 High amount of exsudate

 Gross edema




